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Head-related transfer-functions (HRTF) are a central part of spatializing audio. However
measuring the near-field HRTF at close source distances presents unique challenges. In particu-
lar the existing sound sources designed to be appropriate for near-field HRTF measurements on
human subjects exhibit a notable issue of being unable to generate a sufficient acoustic output
level at lower frequencies (below 300 Hz) while keeping a proper omnidirectional directivity
pattern at higher frequencies. This paper proposes a novel design to overcome this limitation
of low-frequency range. Several aspects of the design were considered in the paper: type
of enclosure, low-frequency extension, choice of transducers, and metrics for sound source
assessment. The chosen solutions are discussed together with numerical and experimental
verification. The source constructed under the design method and process described herein
achieved a frequency range of 120–16,000 Hz for which it can be used to measure HRTFs at
source distances as small as 0.15 m from the subject’s head.

0 INTRODUCTION

Head-related transfer functions (HRTF) constitute an im-
portant part of many virtual auditory display systems for
augmented and virtual reality applications, as they encode
the binaural queues through which human listeners under-
stand the spatial information of their auditory scene [1].
Although HRTF of human subjects can be obtained in a
number of ways including numerical simulations, an accu-
rate measurement is the only reliable way to establish the
ground truth. The HRTF databases that are currently avail-
able and commonly used for binaural sound reproduction
consist of far-field HRTF, which are defined for distances
larger than 1 m [2]. Databases of near-field head-related
transfer functions (NF HRTF), defined by the HRTF for
source distances smaller than 1 m, are comparably rare [3].
This can be attributed to the technical challenges of building
an appropriate sound source for NF HRTF measurement,
which have been investigated in several papers [4, 5].

For example, the previous work by Qu et al. [6] describes
a method of measuring NF HRTF based on laser sparks, the

suitability of which has not been demonstrated for human
subjects. In discussing localization queues in NF HRTF,
Brungart and Rabinowitz [7] describe a thin tube-based
point source used in their measurement, for which they re-
port the effective frequency range to be from 200 Hz to 15
kHz. However this particular source shows a severe limita-
tion in its output level at high frequencies, which introduces
challenges in correctly measuring deep notches commonly
found in HRTF at frequencies above several kilohertz. A re-
cently published paper by Yu et al. [3] describes a database
of NF HRTF on 56 human subjects. However they also re-
port 300–350 Hz as the low-frequency response limit of the
sound source used in their measurement system. The physi-
cal constraints of an acoustic measurement in the near-field
of a human subject present a unique set of requirements for
the sound source:

1. The sound source needs to provide a sufficiently
high sound pressure level in a wide frequency range
exceeding the noise floor of the data acquisition sys-
tem and environment. Simultaneously it should be
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controllable to not exceed a dangerous output level
for unprotected human ears.

2. The directivity of the sound source needs to be om-
nidirectional in order to accurately capture the re-
flection and diffraction around all parts of human
anatomy, including head, ears, and torso.

3. The physical size of the source must be kept as small
as possible in order to prevent the error introduced
by multiple reflections between the head and source
in the near-field, which is referred to as the multi-
scattering effect.

Based on the existing literature, no sound source has been
reported to sufficiently and concurrently meet all of these
requirements. Although a spherical sound source composed
of many surface mounted transducers can be considered to
be a practical solution that gets closest to meeting these
requirements, the state-of-the-art [4] falls short in its low-
frequency response and omnidirectionality. In this paper
a novel solution to overcome the challenges of a conven-
tional spherical omnidirectional sound source is proposed in
which the number and size of small, surface-mounted trans-
ducers is optimized for optimal omnidirectionality while a
larger transducer subassembly is integrated inside the spher-
ical structure with many small, distributed ports to extend
the low-frequency range of the output.

The following sections of the paper describe the design
process, leading to an optimized sound source with an ex-
tended frequency range. The example source constructed
through this process achieved an optimized frequency and
spatial response, which allows HRTF measurements over a
wide frequency range of 120–16,000 Hz at source distances
as short as 15 cm from the subject with a head radius of
around 0.0875 m. Some additional explanation of the max-
imum source size in relation to the subject’s head size is
provided.

1 PROBLEMS WITH NEAR-FIELD HRTF
MEASUREMENTS

The current state-of-the-art solutions for near-field HRTF
measurements are based on innovative technologies in
omnidirectional acoustic sources. The limitations of such
sources form the basis of this work. A study performed by
Yu et al. led to the conclusion that the size of a spherical
sound source at the distance of 0.15 m from the subject’s
head should be kept under a 35 mm radius in order to avoid
spectral deviation error higher than 1 dB caused by the
multi-scattering effect [8]. This conclusion was based on
the study of two rigid spheres, one representing the sound
source of different radius and the other one representing the
head radius 8.75 cm. However when we consider the head
is not perfectly rigid and has some absorption, it would
decrease the multi-scattering effect (the influence of reflec-
tions caused by both rigid source surface and surface of the
measured subject). On the other hand, since the head radius
may be even up to 0.135 m [9], the sound source should be
taken into consideration with the actual subject’s head size.

To get a wider scope on this topic Yu et al.’s work [8] was
recreated in Facebook Reality Labs (FRL) with a finite ele-
ment method (FEM) model of the same setup, considering
spherical head and source to be perfectly rigid. Extending
Yu’s work, additional head sizes were considered up to a
0.135 m radius (the largest noted in anthropology). Spec-
tral deviation error (SDE) was calculated, following an error
rating method typical for HRTF [10, 11] following Eq. (1):

SDE ( f ) =
∣∣∣∣∣20log10

|H ( f )|∣∣Ĥ ( f )
∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣ , (1)

where in this case H ( f ) is the HRTF calculated with the
sound source with a given size and Ĥ ( f ) is the HRTF
measured with a point source (no size applied).

A detailed comparison of available source size vs. mea-
surement distance for several head sizes (Hs) varying from
0.075 to 0.135 m is shown in Fig. 1. The minimum mea-
surement distance was defined as the distance above which
the maximum SDE caused by multi-scattering in the whole
frequency range was smaller than 1 dB. The source size
proposed by Yu et al. is indicated by a black dashed line
to emphasize that the validity of the 0.2 m measurement
distance holds for a portion of the possible range of hu-
man head sizes. Following these results, a 35 mm radius
source should be suitable for measurements at the distance
of 0.32 m for the largest head size, although measurements
at roughly 0.15 m would be allowable for the average head
size of 0.0875 m.

A subsequent work by Yu et al. presented a physical
prototype of an omnidirectional sound source [4]; the per-
formance of this source was described as sufficiently accu-
rate for near-field HRTF measurements. However the main
issue of this design was its limited magnitude response,
which was able to provide accurate SNR starting from 350
Hz. In addition the measurement and analysis of its spatial
response presented in the paper was made with several po-
lar plots without broadband and strict assessment through
full frequency range.

For some specific applications, there are commercially
available sound sources (e.g., B&K 4295, Microflown
VVS) based on small tube openings that exhibit omnidi-
rectionality in limited frequency bands. Many other forms
of omnidirectional sound sources are known in the liter-
ature; for example an optimized horn approach [12], bal-
loon sources [13], piezoelectric sources [14], and spark gap
sources [15, 16]. Some of the previously proposed designs
are shown in Fig. 2.

These solutions, although innovative and practical for
some applications, usually have many limitations when it
comes to the measurement of near-field HRTF. For example
using spark gap or laser sources causes a strong electromag-
netic discharge that can be dangerous for microphones and
human subjects. Horn-type and piezoelectric sound sources
do not cover the full frequency range, so they need to be
used as two or more separated devices at the same time,
each covering a different frequency range. Balloon sources
are difficult to operate and limited both in SPL and fre-
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Fig. 1. Critical sound source size vs. measurement distances for head sizes from the range of 0.075–0.135 m.

quency range. This in turn presents challenges for HRTF
measurements of human subjects for which the total mea-
surement time is critical for the comfort of the subject and
ultimately the accuracy of the data.

Several papers in the literature describe sound sources
consisting of multiple traditional electrodynamic loud-
speakers, distributed evenly according to Platonic shapes.
Leishman’s work [18] describes a brief study on traditional
Platonic shapes and their ratings with various directivity
measures. There are also several analytical approaches to
this topic [19–21]. However there is a lack of an in-depth
study on the number of transducers and construction fea-
tures of these sound sources. Therefore this paper focuses
on the design of a spherical loudspeaker array with elements
distributed according to a Platonic shape and addresses the
details of its construction. The study on the sound source

for NF HRTF measurements presented in this paper was
aimed at the following:

• maximizing the omnidirectional performance,
• extending the frequency range achieved in the exist-

ing solutions,
• keeping the sound source as small as possible in

order to minimize multi-scattering effect, and
• providing sufficient SPL output.

The main goal of this study was to optimize omnidirec-
tional performance, construction, and acoustic aspects of a
sound source of reduced dimensions. We focused on reduc-
ing the size of the enclosure and allowing the mounting of
the biggest possible transducers in the enclosure; however
some electroacoustic aspects of speakers working in small

Fig. 2. Examples of omnidirectional sound sources used in acoustic measurements: (a) Microflown low frequency VVS (volume velocity
source) [17], (b) Microflown mid-high frequency VVS [17], (c) optimized horn source designed by Ibarra et al. [12], (d) balloon
elastomer sound source [13], (e) spark gap sound source [16], (f) piezoelectric scale modeling sound source [14], (g) spark gap sound
source for near-field HRTF measurements by Qu [6], and (h) single speaker near-field sound source by Yu [3].
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volume (equivalent air volume, suspension, and diaphragm
parameters) were neglected as they do not significantly af-
fect speaker directivity.

2 MINIATURE OMNIDIRECTIONAL SOUND
SOURCES THEORY

Several analytical methods can be used to describe the
behavior of a spherical matrix of loudspeakers. They are
usually based on dividing a rigid sphere into a set of el-
ementary sound sources with acoustic velocity applied to
their surfaces. Examples of the analytical models are as
follows:

1. Multipole Source Model by Zotter [19],
2. Spherical Cap Model by Pasqual [22] and Meyer

[23], used by Warusfel [20] and Kassakian [24], and
3. Analytical Dodecahedron Model by Quested [21].

These analytical models are based on accurate mathemat-
ical understanding of the problem and are fast and efficient
in matrix modeling, making them appropriate for applica-
tions such as parametric sources algorithm calibration [20].
However they are not completely appropriate for the design
of a physical sound source because the design of electroa-
coustic devices requires consideration of numerous other
factors, such as real dimensions of physical features (e.g.,
speaker frames and magnets), back-side diaphragm propa-
gation, and electroacoustic parameters of the transducers.
Also, the geometry of physical components is usually much
more complicated than assumed in theoretical studies.

Another main disadvantage for using the abovemen-
tioned analytical methods for near-field calculations is their
use of the acoustic far-field zone theorem (Fraunhofer zone
simplification [25]). There are several references describing
the problems with the formulation of analytical equations
in the near-field [26, 27] but the boundary between near
and far-field is vague [28]. Using far-field-based equations
in a near-field can in turn lead to significant errors. Numer-
ical solutions applied in COMSOL Multiphysics software,
which was used in this research, are based on Helmholtz-
Kirchhoff integral theorem [29, 30], which is valid in both
near and far-field regions [31]. For these reasons FEM and
physical modeling were used as the main design tools for
an optimized sound source presented in this paper so as to
avoid limitations of analytical models.

3 SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENTS
METHODS

Both laboratory measurements and FEM modeling in
COMSOL Multiphysics 5.5 [31] were used in this research.
The FEM-simulated 3D radiation patterns were compared
with the analytical model by Quested et al. [21] and graphi-
cally compared with radiation patterns measured by Leish-
man [18] to initially validate the model. The comparison
between references and our FEM models provided general
agreement and correctly validated the simulation models.
For the laboratory measurements we used the stand in the

form of a microphone arc placed in the anechoic chamber,
shown in Fig. 3.

In FEM simulations the observation points were dis-
tributed on a sphere of 0.50-m radius around the simulated
object, with an angular resolution of 2◦ for both azimuth
and elevation angles. To model vibrating membranes of
the loudspeakers we used a velocity boundary condition
applied to selected transducers regions. For experimental
verification a microphone array placed on a rotating table
in an anechoic chamber was used to simulate the environ-
ment from the numerical calculations. The elevation reso-
lution of the microphone array was 15◦ within the range
of −60◦ to 90◦ from the azimuth cut plane of the sound
source and the azimuth angular resolution was 5◦. The ane-
choic chamber had a cut-off frequency of around 130 Hz
and the microphone array was constructed with GRAS 46
BE 1/4” microphones connected to Audio Precision APx586
interface.

The most common method for evaluating sound source
directivity is the one described in the ISO 354 standard [32];
however it is usually used for diffuse field measurements
rather than free-field. There are few methods to assess om-
nidirectionality of the source for free-field, mostly based on
basic statistical functions [33]. So called standard deviation
of area-weighted levels (STD AWL – σAWL) is adopted in
the presented work, following the criteria described in [18]
and Eq. (2):

σAW L ( f ) =√√√√
∑M−1

m = 0

∑N−1
n = 0 Sm,n

[
Lm,n ( f ) − 〈Lm,n ( f )〉S

]2

∑M−1
m = 0

∑N−1
n = 0 Sm,n

, (2)

where M, N are the total number of measurements in 2D
space (can be elevation and azimuthal angle), Lm,n( f ) is
SPL at the m,n point, 〈Lm,n( f )〉S is the average SPL mea-
sured or calculated on the sphere of a given radius, and Sm,n

is the area of the sphere part corresponding to the point num-
ber m,n. As such σAWL is a frequency-dependent objective
metric that indicates the uniformity of source strength over
all directions.

A large value of σAWL indicates that the sound source is
not omnidirectional for the given frequency band. Leishman
et al. [18] suggested use of the σAWL(f) value of 1 dB as
the threshold of omnidirectionality and the frequency at
which this threshold is reached is described as the cut-off
frequency of the source for the remainder of this paper.
For the wide-band (up to 16 kHz) measurements it seems
to be impossible to aim for matching this condition for
the full desired frequency range and use cut-off frequency
as a qualification parameter for the source; however we
still see σAWL(f) potential as a parameter to compare the
omnidirectional character of the source during the initial
design and final evaluation of the source as the strictest
omnidirectionality measure available in state-of-the-art.

Normalization by the area covered by the measurement
points should compensate for the effect of different num-
bers of points selected for the calculation while comparing
the results between different measurements. This type of
statistical method has been widely used for rating the de-
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Fig. 3. Measurement setup used for the directivity rating.

viation from the assumed directional pattern [14, 33, 34].
The method presented in [18] is effective as it includes the
correction for the area of the measurement “point.” This
measure should provide the most accurate information on
the sound radiation and directivity patterns regardless of
the number of receivers used for the directivity measure-
ments or simulations. In each measurement or simulation
σAWL was calculated for narrow frequency bands for points
evenly distributed on the sphere around the object. The av-
erage value of the σAWL parameter was also used, calculated
from all N f frequency bands used in a given case, in or-
der to provide a single value rating for each configuration,
following Eq. (3):

μST D =
∑N f

i=1 σAW L ( f )

N f
(3)

4 DESIGN APPROACH—ENCLOSURE TYPE,
SIZE, AND NUMBER OF TRANSDUCERS

This chapter describes the research on the enclosure size
and shape and the number of transducers required to max-
imize the source omnidirectionality. Different approaches
were studied in simulations and experiments to achieve final
design requirements and knowledge on optimal solutions
for the construction of this type of sound source. We con-
sidered the combination of spherical transducers array to
achieve close to omnidirectional speaker performance [35,
36] together with a bigger woofer to provide higher SPL in
the low-frequency range [37].

4.1 Number of Transducers and High-Frequency
Source Simulations

The work on this topic as described in [18] only in-
volved polyhedral geometries. Our work specifically con-
siders spherical source configurations as they are most ad-
vantageous in minimizing specular reflection and reducing
the multi-scattering effect for NF HRTF measurements [8].
The effect of FEM simulations was studied with the σAWL

parameter. Fig. 4 shows set directivity plots for an exam-

ple spherical source configuration that were generated via
FEM simulations.

The 3D radiation pattern of this source at 2,000 Hz shows
deviations in spatial response not exceeding 0.7 dB. This
increases up to 4 dB at 4,000 Hz and to 40 dB at 8,000
Hz due to large peaks and notches. These plots illustrate
how the radiation pattern of a spherical source composed of
multiple elementary sources becomes increasingly complex
at higher frequencies, leading to the violation of cut-off
frequency in terms of σAWL as defined earlier.

Our study of the optimal size of the source and the num-
ber of transducers was conducted by observing the trend
of σAWL value calculated from a series of FEM simulations
with varying design parameters. The simulations were di-
vided into three datasets:

1. constant size of the enclosure—50-mm radius, con-
stant size of the transducers—11 mm, different num-
bers of transducers—12, 20, and 28;

2. constant size of the enclosure—50-mm radius, dif-
ferent sizes of the transducers—11 mm, 14 mm, and
19 mm, constant number of transducers—12; and

3. constant size of the enclosure—30-mm radius, dif-
ferent sizes of the transducers—11 mm, 14 mm, and
19 mm; constant number of transducers—12.

The source design used for these three sets of simulations
is illustrated in Fig. 5. The transducers and enclosure sizes
were selected by the transducers’ market review and possi-
ble usable source size. In the ideal case we should test any
combination of transducer number, size, and enclosure size.
However this research was firmly aimed to achieve prac-
tical design guidelines to construct a real device. For this
reason the focus of the investigation remained on general
trends related to changing transducer size and number.

Detailed plots of σAWL over frequency for these simulated
configurations are shown in Fig. 6. A lower value of σAWL at
a given frequency correlates to a better omnidirectionality,
whereas a lower value of mSTD indicates a better aggregate
performance for the source across all frequencies. A gen-
eral trend of improving omnidirectionality is observed for
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Fig. 4. Selected 3D radiation patterns of 12 transducers spherical loudspeaker matrix with the radius of 50 mm, described in terms of
sound pressure level.

increasing the percentage of spherical surface covered by
transducer elements. Another simple metric to evaluate the
source performance is the cut-off frequency, which can be
defined as the lowest frequency at which the source direc-
tivity notably deviates from the desired spherical pattern
[18]. Above this frequency large increases in σAWL are ob-
served, which confirms the results from the literature [18,
38]. Leishman defined this as a cut-off frequency, which
is the highest frequency at which σAWL remains below the
1dB threshold. The cut-off frequency of 1-1.5kHz was re-
ported for sound sources over 150 mm in radius [39,40]. Fig.
6(a) indicates that the cut-off frequency systematically in-
creases with the increased number of transducers on the
source surface. However, relying only on the cut-off fre-
quency obfuscates the assessment of omnidirectionality in
Fig 6(b) and 6(c), where σAWL dips below 1dB even at high
frequencies. For these comparisons, observing the trend
in μSTD is a more reliable evaluation metric, where an in-
creased transducer size leads to a lower μSTD, indicating
improvement in omnidirectionality. It leads to a conclusion
that despite cut-off frequency we should always investigate
the σAWL over the frequency range and mSTD values.

The simulation results also indicate that increasing the
number of transducers provides only a small benefit in terms
of frequency-averaged omnidirectional performance com-
pared to the other two design variables considered in this

study. Increasing the number of transducers may also lead
to a larger challenge of finding accurately matching trans-
ducer components, which is necessary when accounting
for the variation in any factory manufactured components
[14, 33]. A general performance improvement is observed
with increasing the size of the transducers; however it also
exhibits a tradeoff of stronger peaks across the frequency
range of interest, which may be caused by the acoustic
interaction between the transducers.

Considering all nine configurations, 19-mm transduc-
ers on a 30-mm radius sphere have the highest percentage
of spherical surface covered by transducer elements and
yielded the lowest mSTD of 1.9 dB. The trends observed in
this parametric simulation study demonstrate that increas-
ing the percentage of source surface covered with trans-
ducer elements should be the target principle for the omni-
directional sound source design, which we aim to achieve
in this study. By investigating relations between changing
elementary source sizes, numbers, and source sizes with
FEM, several guiding principles for a near-field source con-
struction were derived. Formulating the priorities in the im-
provement of source performance under omnidirectionality
conditions, we should keep the decreasing source size and
increasing transducer size above the transducers’ number
increments. The next step was to investigate those princi-
ples with real elements used for prototyping.
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Fig. 5. Simplified spherical source geometries used in initial FEM simulations.

4.2 Limited Frequency Range of
Micro-Speakers—Low-Frequency Extension

Generally speaking, reducing the overall size of a sound
source and extending its acoustic output at low frequen-
cies are diametrically opposite design goals. This is simply
described by Eq. (4) [41]:

|p (r )| = Qρck

4πr
, (4)

which describes the amplitude of sound pressure radiated
from a monopole, where the source output is linearly de-
pendent on its strength Q, ρ is medium density, c is speed
of sound, and k is a wave number. For a given distance r ,
generating the same pressure level requires a greater source
strength at low frequencies than for high frequencies as the
Q parameter strongly depends on the effective radiation sur-
face, so the source size. This is a fundamental challenge in
increasing the usable frequency range of a small spherical
loudspeaker array composed of multiple elementary trans-
ducers mounted on the outer surface of a spherical shell.
Small elementary transducers are not typically designed
to generate a low frequency output without strong distor-
tion. Therefore an alternative method needs to be devised to

overcome the challenge associated with this conventional
spherical loudspeaker array design.

In a conventional design the size of individual transduc-
ers placed on the outer surface determines the overall size
of the sound source. The sphere acts as nothing more than
a rigid frame on which the transducers are mounted. The
newly proposed design exploits the inner volume of the
enclosure to place a larger transducer with the ability to
effectively drive the acoustic output at lower frequencies
while the smaller transducers placed on the outside of the
enclosure are used for mid and high frequency reproduc-
tion. The overall size of the sound source is determined
by the transducers on the outside as described in the pre-
vious section. The design assumes that the acoustic output
of the inner transducer can be channeled to multiple sound
ports, evenly distributed throughout the outer surface of the
sphere, to become collated in-phase and form a spherical
radiation pattern of a simple source.

The inner assembly of this new design consists of two dy-
namic loudspeakers and a 3D-printed cylindrical enclosure,
which form a sealed volume as the speaker diaphragms are
glued to the enclosure while facing each other. In this con-
figuration the sealed volume between the loudspeakers acts
as their back-volume while the magnet structures on the
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Fig. 6. σAWL calculated for various configurations of spherical sound sources: (a) varying number of transducers for 50-mm source
radius, (b) varying transducer size for 50-mm source radius, and (c) varying transducer size for 30-mm source radius.

backs of the transducers act as rigid diaphragms radiating
acoustic pressure. With the goal of tuning the speaker roll-
off to the lowest possible frequency, the back-volume was
filled with nylon fiber Acousta-Stuf, dedicated to be used in-
side the cabinets. The preliminary tests provided that filling
the volume between the loudspeakers with the nylon fiber
increased the output SPL by around 5 dB in the lowest fre-

quency range (80–150 Hz). It was caused by increasing its
effective volume and decreasing speaker attenuation forced
by the very small volume inside the enclosure.

The efficacy of the design concept was tested with a
COMSOL FEM simulation; Fig.7(a) provides a picture of
the initial FEM simulations of the design with the example
ported enclosure. By this simulation we wanted to ver-
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Fig. 7. Initial design of a low-frequency extension device for NF HRTF measurements: (a) simulation and (b) the prototype for directivity
testing.

ify the preliminary assumption of a two-drivers subassem-
bly working with small ports. Fig. 7(b) shows the final
design with the 3D-printed enclosure and two electrody-
namic speakers facing each other in a closed volume. The
initial results indicated that the new design can generate
an omnidirectional sound field, where the low-frequency
roll-off of the inner assembly and the non-uniform distance
between the loudspeaker and individual outlet ports limited
the frequency bandwidth of omnidirectionality at low and
high frequencies, respectively.

The low-frequency extension assembly design was tested
with various off-the-shelf transducers and the size of the in-
ner volume to maximize its low-frequency output, with the
target of fitting inside a 35 mm–radius spherical enclosure.
The optimal design was achieved using the Peerless PMT-
37N28AL01-04 (hereinafter referred to as P37) dynamic
drivers with 37 mm–diameter aluminum diaphragm and a
spacing of 15 mm between the drivers.

Fig. 8 shows the result of directivity and frequency
response measurements for this optimum configuration,
tested in the anechoic chamber with the method mentioned
in SEC. 3 using sine sweep signals. The measurement was
taken at 0.5-m distance from the assembly without the sur-
rounding sphere for the high-frequency transducers mount.
The maximum allowed power was supplied to the speak-
ers, which was around 4 W for Peerless P37. The directivity
test results showed σAWL below 1 dB from 120 Hz to 2,000
Hz. The omnidirectional performance drop below 120 Hz
is mainly caused by increasing distortions and decreasing
SNR below the resonant frequency of the drivers. Consid-
ering the anechoic chamber cut-off frequency around 130
Hz, the directivity of the proposed design could be affected
by environment eigenmodes.

Following the good electroacoustic practice, the volume
of the enclosure should be matched to the number of drivers
and their equivalent compliance volume (VAS) parameters;
however in this paper the main goal was to keep the source
volume as small as possible. For this reason the volume
matching was not considered and the size optimization was
the main focus. The measured frequency response shows
a response roll-off at around 500 Hz, which indicates that

two transducers mounted to a small sealed back volume
of around 20,000 mm3 do not operate at their maximum
efficiency. However the measured response is a notable im-
provement in terms of the low-frequency output and there-
fore meets its design goals effectively.

Specifically, the frequency range where the measured
SPL at 0.5 m exceeds 50, 55, and 60 dBSPL is important.
The 50-dBSPL threshold can be considered the minimum
required SPL for HRTF measurements to provide a usable
SNR based on a typical binaural microphone with a noise
floor of around 40 dBSPL. Higher thresholds of 55 and 60
dBSPL are also considered for scenarios where the source
will be used for measurements at larger distances. The re-
quirements defined for transfer function method SNR re-
quirements, described in [42], state that 50 dBSPL should
be sufficient for correct HRTF measurements. For the op-
timized design using P37 drivers the 50-dBSPL threshold
was exceeded for frequencies above 96 Hz, which should
allow us to reach the 20 dB SNR required for HRTF mea-
surements [6], and it may be increased by using exponential
sweep methods [42, 43].

4.3 Enclosure Design
This chapter describes the construction of the spheri-

cal enclosure and its effect on the high frequency spatial
response of the sound source. In the reviewed references
and commercial solutions, datasheets from Brüel & Kjær
[39] and Norsonic [40], there is no information on the con-
struction of the enclosure and separation of the transducers
placed outside, on the sphere. State-of-the-art study did not
provide an answer to the question if the loudspeakers should
be placed in separated chambers or if they can be placed
without sealing the volume behind them. In order to answer
this question two different geometries were tested (Fig. 9).

For this step of experiments, a new model of sound source
enclosure was prepared; mounting elements and venting
holes required by the solution explained in SEC. 5.2 were
added. The sound ports were placed in between the surface-
mounted transducers so they did not block uniform place-
ment of high-frequency transducers. In a sealed version
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Fig. 8. Directivity and frequency response of the chosen coupled speakers in the 50–16,000 Hz frequency range.

all high-frequency transducers were sealed in their individ-
ual sealed enclosures. Using the non-sealed geometry was
considered profitable because it allowed the decrease of the
sound source size from 35 mm in radius (in a sealed ver-
sion) to 30 mm, which would allow using the source at a
smaller distance from the head. However the measurement
results shown in Fig. 10 proved that the non-sealed version
was much worse, with lower cut-off frequency and overall
worse performance in the middle frequency range. This was
most probably caused by the interactions between transduc-
ers. For this reason, for the final sound source development,
the sealed version was selected.

4.4 Simulation and Measurements Validation
For the simulation and measurements cross-validation,

the direct comparison was made for high-frequency range
transducers’ final configuration. The results of the directiv-
ity assessment for two methods are shown in Fig. 11. As a

measurement data set the spatial response results presented
in Fig. 10 were adopted. For simulation results an additional
model for the sealed geometry type shown in Fig. 9 was cre-
ated and calculated. Both curves expose the existence of a
cut-off frequency parameter, showing that omnidirectional
performance starts to degrade around 4 kHz. The results
differ in absolute value, but considering the measurement
features such as dispersion between transducers and mea-
surement uncertainty, the simulation results may be claimed
as verified and useful for further investigations in omnidi-
rectional sources design.

5 TWO-WAY OMNIDIRECTIONAL SOUND
SOURCE FOR NEAR-FIELD MEASUREMENTS

Several complete units of the sound source prototype
were constructed following the design methods described
previously. Fig. 12 shows photos of the final prototype. Two

Fig. 9. Sealed (left) and non-sealed (right) geometries of the enclosures used for high-frequency directivity simulations and experiments.
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Fig. 10. High-frequency directivity measurements of the sealed and non-sealed versions of the enclosure in the 100–16,000 Hz frequency
range.

transducer types were selected for the final version of the
sound source: 28 mm–diameter Visaton K28 on the outside
for high frequencies and 37 mm–diameter Peerless P37 on
the inside for low frequencies. Apart from their electroa-
coustic performance the physical dimensions of these two
transducer models, including flat membranes, flat magnets,
and small frames, made them the most suitable for optimiz-
ing the overall size of the full assembly.

The inner device was designed with the biggest possible
distance between the diaphragms of low-frequency trans-
ducers (P37) to reach the biggest possible internal volume.
The inside of the sphere was filled with nylon fiber in order
to increase the acoustically effective volume and reduce

the reflections inside. The sealed type of the enclosure was
used, which is shown in Fig. 12. The final overall size of
the enclosure was 34 mm in diameter. The main limita-
tion for size reduction was the inner chambers to separate
the high-frequency transducers. It was necessary to allot
enough back-volume for each high-frequency transducer
while having enough clearance for the inner assembly to
secure enough space for all transducers.

The performance of the full source assembly was vali-
dated through directivity and frequency response measure-
ments following the method described in SEC. 3. Each
high-frequency transducer was measured separately and
summed in post-processing to form a combined response at

Fig. 11. High-frequency directivity simulations vs. measurements comparison for the final design approach in the 1,000–16,000 Hz
frequency range.
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Fig. 12. The inside (left) and full assembly (right) of source prototypes.

each angle. The low-frequency assembly was also measured
separately. Fig. 13 displays the average and area-weighted
standard deviations of frequency response of low and high-
frequency transducers over all measured angles. The results
clearly illustrate the functional advantage of each compo-
nent assembly, where the low-frequency transducers have
a notably higher output level and lower standard deviation
at frequencies below 1.2 kHz, whereas the high-frequency
transducers have a higher output level and lower standard
deviation at frequencies above 2.5 kHz.

To assess the performance of the complete sound source,
the results obtained for the two frequency ranges were
combined using Linkwitz-Riley filters with the crossover
frequency of 3,200 Hz and 48 dB slope. This crossover
frequency was selected to remove the spike in standard
deviation in high-frequency assembly’s spatial response
at 2,200–2,800 Hz while maximizing the frequency range
where the performance of each source component was su-
perior. Fig. 14 shows the performance of the combined
sound source.

To provide the initial verification of the proposed sound
source we conducted the near-field HRTF measurements
with the source placed 0.3 m away from the center of a
head. The test object was a 3D printed polyamide artificial
head with built-in microphones, which was developed at
FRL for internal research. The measured data are post-
processed using FRL’s internal processing chain and the
resulting HRTF for the left ear are shown in Fig. 15. Only a
few measurement results were conducted and are presented
here for the initial verification of the proposed sound source,
as a full verification is planned in the future to include more
artificial objects and human subjects.

These responses demonstrate the constructed source is
suitable for the purpose of HRTF measurements. For ex-
ample the seemingly problematic magnitude response of
the combined full-range source at the crossover frequency
does not influence the processed HRTF results, as shown
in the smooth response at the ipsilateral and frontal direc-
tions. Some distortions exist in the higher frequency re-
sponse for contralateral direction but these are on par with

Fig. 13. Frequency and spatial response of high-frequency transducers (on the sphere) and low-frequency transducers (inside the sphere)
in the 80–16,000 Hz frequency range.
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Fig. 14. Frequency and spatial response of the final sound source prototype in the 80–16,000 Hz frequency range.

or better than results that may be benchmarked in the ex-
isting NF HRTF literature [3]. Harmonic distortions from
the source are also verified to be effectively removed in the
post-processing chain.

6 DISCUSSION

Using a target of minimum 50 dBSPL to be useful for
near-field HRTF measurement at 0.5 m, the combined

Fig. 15. Example artificial head near-field HRTF measurements, distance 0.3 m, left ear, source facing ipsilateral side (front to the
microphone), front side (90 degrees to microphone), and contralateral side (180 degrees to the microphone).
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Table 1. Performance comparison of existing near-field omnidirectional sound sources for HRTF measurements

Design image Authors Mean SPL
Frequency response
± 10 dB

Declared usable
frequency range

FRL design,
Chojnacki et al.
(2020)

75 dB (distance 0.5
m)

180–16,000 Hz 120–16,000 Hz

Guang-Zheng et al.
(2008)

Not mentioned 350–20,000 Hz 350–20,000 Hz

Brungart and
Rabinowitz (1999)

50 dB (distance not
mentioned)

200–8,000 Hz 200–15,000 Hz

Qu et al. (2009) 128 dBA (distance
0.20 m)

300–24,000 Hz 250–24,000 Hz

source meets these criteria in a wide frequency range of
120–16,000 Hz. In comparison to the source presented by
Guang-Zheng Yu [8], the lower frequency limit is signif-
icantly improved from 350 Hz to 120 Hz. However it is
difficult to define minimum SPL provided by Yu’s source
in declared frequency range as it is not stated in the ref-
erence [4]; the authors only provide the information on
the frequency range of 350–20,000 Hz ± 10 dB without
strict reference to lower frequency range. The spatial re-
sponse of the proposed sound source seems to be very
good; however it is hard to be compared to other sound
sources as this measure was not used in the previous stud-
ies. It should be investigated in further studies and general
measurement validation. Some direct comparisons with the
other sources with a similar design were placed in Table 1.
For comparison needs we analyzed in detail existing data
for previous sources’ performances, usually presented as
plots with limited description. We extracted the informa-
tion from the plots to define frequency ranges where the
magnitude response of a given source does not differ more
than 10 dB from the mean range, but also some declarations
from the papers were used where the authors were describ-
ing the given frequency range as usable with this kind of
the source. The mean SPL parameter was calculated as the
arithmetic mean from the data presented on the frequency
range plot.

An important explanation for the FRL design data pre-
sented in Table 1 is that for two-way source design we can

modify the level for two ranges separately, for example low-
ering the gain for high frequencies, which will then offer
decrease of the magnitude at high frequencies and lowering
the mean SPL level, so the criteria ± 10 dB will look even
better for the source designed in FRL.

The results obtained through this study show improved
cut-off frequency of 6kHz in comparison to 2kHz obtained
in commercial solutions tested in Leishman’s work [18].
Direct directivity comparison to most other sources used
for near-field HRTF measurements is difficult because they
do not report the performance with the same metric. Mea-
surements by Yu [3] are the primary source of the existing
near-field HRTF data on human subjects. These measure-
ments were conducted using a single-speaker sound source
with the frequency range of 300−20,000 Hz. The source
response dropped by 20 dB at 200 Hz compared to the av-
erage, leading to an insufficient SNR at the low frequency.

The authors proposed an equalization method to over-
come this problem [7]. The spark source measurements by
Qu [6] are another source of near-field HRTF data. In this
paper, the authors report reaching over 30 dB SNR in the
125-Hz octave band. However, the total SPL of the source
was measured as 128 dBA at 0.2 m, which makes the source
appropriate only for nonhuman subjects like KEMAR. In
comparison to these two studies, the two-way source pre-
sented in this paper offers a wider usable frequency range
down to 120 Hz with a reasonable SNR without needing
an additional equalization scheme. As discussed in SEC. 3,
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the best omnidirectionality, as characterized by the lowest
values of σAWL, was achieved below the cut-off frequency
of 6kHz. The final operating frequency of 120−16,000 Hz
was determined with respect to the minimum SPL desired
for the measurements, which was preliminarily verified in
an initial set of near-field HRTF measurements presented
in SEC. 5.

It is important to mention that the performance of the pro-
posed source is based on the highest possible SPL output in
the desired frequency range, driving each loudspeaker near
its input power limit. This may lead to distortion and in-
creased THD for measurements with longer durations. This
is a less-critical concern for logarithmic sweep measure-
ments as conducted for our example HRTF measurements,
in which the postprocessing chain was designed specifically
to remove the influence of harmonics during the calculation
of HRIRs [44]. However, this topic of long-term source dis-
tortion may be investigated in detail through another study.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The paper describes the full design process of designing
a sound source to be used in near-field HRTF measure-
ments, based on FEM modeling and physical prototyping.
A new design was developed—a sound source that pro-
vides a superior frequency range (120–16,000 Hz), usable
for near-field HRTF measurements at distances as close as
0.15 m for a head radius of 0.0875 m or distances as close
as 0.3 m for a larger head radius of 0.135 m. The efficacy
of the proposed method was assessed in a controlled man-
ner with statistical parameters. The questions stated in the
introduction were answered—the usability of an inner sub-
assembly for low-frequency range extension was proven.
The investigation on the number of transducers and their
placement demonstrated an optimal, practical design strat-
egy for the sound source. A simple parameter of σAWL was
used to rate the omnidirectionality of the source and proved
to be a good quality metric. The present work offers a so-
lution for acquiring more accurate near-field HRTFs and
thus contributes to advancing the spatial audio rendering
techniques for AR and VR applications.
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